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1 i. 

CENTRAL INTELLIGENCE A G E'N C Y 

18 February 1965 

SUBJECT: SNIE 10-3/1-65: COMMUNIST REACTIONS TO POSSIBLE US COURSES 
OF ACTION AGAINST NORTH VIEl'NAM 

THE PROBLUl 

To estimate COmn1Wlist rea.ctions to 8 m~ course of sustaincd air 

attacl~s on North Vietnam. 

SCOPE NOTE 

This estimate is intended to supplcr.lent, not to supersede, 

SNm 10-3-65 on the same subject, dated 11 Februa.ry 1965. For 

example, the probable involvement of CO!l1f!l1.mist air forces is discussed 

in that paper, and not in this. 

THE ESTIMATE 

1. The US air attacks on North Vietnam have added another ingredient 

to an already intricate and complex situation. Hence Communist rea.ct:i.ons 

to these attacks "Iill not be the pro(1uct of the attaclw alone, but ,·lill bc 



governed by numerous factors: the state of relations among the USSR, 

Communist China, and the DRV; the attitudes and conduct of various free 
:1 

worid powers -- especially France; developments in the UN; the course of 

events in South Vietnam; the manner and !lace with which the US air attacks 

develop and the policy of the US itself, not only as this policy may be 

enunciated by the administration, but also as the Communists may read the 

influence 'upon it of newspaper and Con~ressional declarations and other 

expressions of diverse views. We cannot estimate with confidence or precision 

how these factors 1Till interact in "leel~s to come. 

Reactions to the Bombings of Early February or to a FC~T }10re . of 
---tl1eSanie Type, South of the 19th Parallel ------

2. To establish Communist pmler in South Vietnam and to unify the 

country under the Hanoi regime is the primary national objective of the 

DRV leaders. From the beginnins of the insurrection in the South, hmlcvcr, 

they have consj_stently admonished their follmlers to be prepared for :3 lonr.; 

struggle. Only in the past few.monthshave they 0ccasionally talked in 

terms of victory being near. This feeling may have been dampened somewhat 

by the past week's tougher US action. 

3. There are probably some amonf~ the DRV leadership 'Iho llould prefer 

a cautious course. They ''lOuld urge that collapse of GVrI resistance is 

inevitable in time despite any amount of foreign support; 6.n~ that it ,.,ould 

be foolish ';;0 risk destruction of the DRV's laboriously acquired modern 
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economic sector merely to accelerate the pa.ce of victory. H~~ever, in the 
'I 
I 

present moment of high emotion in Ha.noi they probably hesitat:e to voice 
i 

II 
such thoughts. 

4. To the mi1;itant majority, the recent US air attacks probably 

appear to be the actions of a foe endeavoring to ,mrd off defeat. These 
'I 
,I 
'I 

leaders probably reason that if the DRV/vc stand firm or eve~ increase 

II 
their pressures in the South, they will have to ride out a fell more such 

I 

us attacks, but that the US/GVN disposition to continue the struggle "Till 

decline. To these leaders, any display of apparent lTeakness 'lin the face 
I 

of the bombing "'QuId signal to the US that it had hit upon t~e way to get 

what it .rn.nts in the area. 

5. T,'le accordingly believe that the DRV Ive reaction to:a few more 
I 

air attacks like those of early February would probably be to continue 

their pressures in the South more or less on the scale of recent weeks 

ahTays with an eye upon factors lilte those mentioned in paragraph'1. At 
I 

the moment, the Communists cannot be sure whether US actions presage a 

sustained course of air attack or a "tit-for-t'at" prol!.ram of II limited 

reprisals to specific provocations. It is possible tha.t they WOUld, for 
:1 

a week or t.TO, refra.in from direct attaclcs on US installations, but we 
'I 

cannot estimate that such restraint is proba.ble . 
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G. tlll:C Ch:J.ncGc Cor:ununists 'Hill almost certainly cnCOt'lro{~e the DnV 

in the more mil:Lto,nt course. " He do not believe that they "Till' intervene in 

Vietna.m with substantial military force during this stage,. v1e see no 

evidence a.t present of preparations to do so, althoue;h '·Ie cannot have full 

confidence in our ability to detect Guch preparations. 

7. Over the past decade the DIN ha,G invested much time, effort, and 

capital in the development of industry, transportation, nnd relat:lvely 

modern military facilities. They ,\Till not l:i.C;htly sacrifice theoe hard-Hon 

gains. Yet a thre~t by the US to mount sustained attacl~s on these asocts '\wuld 

prolJably be greeted in Ha.noi llith mixed feeHnr:s of trepil1,otiq;n and 

sl~epticism. l\t the start, the Communists '\Iould not be convJ.nccl1 that the 

US :i.ntended really to follo'''' throuc;h 'lith this prOgrar:l. They 'loulC), almost 

certainly a.pply e, range of pressures in nn endeavor to make the US desist. 

They would maintain strenuous diplomatic and propaganda efforts to organizc 

interno,tional influence against the US policy. They "ould probably threaten 

dire consequences to US interests in the area. Chinese Communist threats 'Would be 

more insistent,and Chinese Comr.;unj,Gt fol'C'cs ,\louJd prol;ubly N~ deployed' in more 

threatening postures. Viet Cong att)Hcl:s liOUJd probably continue, though not 

necessa.rily at a steady pace. 

, 
8. If despite these pressu.res, the US v:i.c;orously cont:ln)led in ito 

attacks a.nd dar.laccd Gome importa.nt economic or military Dssets, the l)i"N 
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leaders would have to reach a decision. They almost certainly believe that, 
! 

while the US could destroy much in their country by air attacks, these 
!I 

it alone would not cause their regime to colla.pse or prevent them from con
!i 
I 

tinuing to support the insurgency in the South. And they ma~ believe 
I 
I 

that their international political position would improve if Ithey became 
I , 

the object of sustained air attack from the US. ACCOrdingly': they might 

decide to intensify the struggle, accepting the destructive 90nsequences 

in the North in the expectation of early victory in the South. 

, 

9. It seems to us somewhat more likely however that -t,hey .Tould decide 
, 

to make some ef,fort to secure a respite from US air attack, Jspecially if 
,I 

the US had indicated that such a respite "ould follow a shar~ reduction of 

Viet Cong activity.* We do not know how far they would go in concessions, 

* The Director of Intelligence and Reseaxch, Department ot State, 
believes this course of action less likely than that de~:cri bed in 
paragraph 8. He considers that Hanoi would feel that ar& benefits 
to be gained by such a respite would be more than offse~ by a loss 
of momentum at a time when victory appeared near, by a ]oss of face 
,vi th the VC, and by the consequent bolstering of US/CVN ~~morale. Hanoi 
'Would have in mind that concessions under such circumstanceG mirr,ht only 
invi te the US to resume strikes upon e,ny rene,ml of Vieti ConG -
military activity. 

Moreover, the assumed vigorous US attacks on major te.ree,ts could 
easily coincide with the probable use over the DRV of Chinese air 
defense from Chinese bases. If so, US responses would e~ither have been 
to acknowledge the privileged s~ctuary of Chinese bases or to strike 
the bases in hot pursuit, thus inviting further Chinese military 
responses. Hanoi's persistence would be reinforced 'eitner way. 
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whether the US would accept what might be offered, or what the international 

situation might be at such a time. We think it extremely unl~~ely, however, 

that Hanoi 'trould concede 50 far to US demands that it would eIl~ail abandoning 

its support of the insurgency in the South or giving up its intention of 

unifying Vietnam under Communist control. 

10. The Chinese Communists \'Tould aJ.most certainly be willing to· support 

the DRV in even the more militant course of action outlined in, paragraph 8. 

We have set forth in SNIE 10-3-65 (~aragraphs 16-18, with State Department 

footnotes of dissent) the use the Chinese 1rould be likely to lllflke of their 

own forces. 

Possible, but Unlikely Reactions 

11. Instead of temporarily easing off or intensifying present levels 

of pressure, the Communist leaders might actually engage in actions which 

"lould change the scale and nature of the 1m,r. These would be much more 

dangerous and aggressive courses and, although they seem to us unlikely in 

the light of logic and prudence, they are possibilities which cannot be 

ignored: 

a. They might launch a large-scale DRV invasion of South Vietnam 

and/or Laos. We think it unlikely that they would do this in response tp 

bombings of North Vietnam. They would feel that at best this drastic policy 
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would only accelerate victories in Laos and Vietnam which thJy are confident 

they will '\1in before very long through less costly tactics. Such an inVasion 

would virtually require a greater involvement of the Chinese :in Vietnam, 

which is in itself distasteful to the North Vietnamese. Th~ Communists 

would recognize that to launch such an invasion would be to invite further 
" 

major destruction upon the DRV and perhaps upon China.* 

b. We think it unlikely that the Chinese or DRV would respond to 

us air raids by air attacks on US aircraft carriers or South ,Vietnamese air-

fields. To do so would invite counterattacks on the vulnerable Communist 

bases and start the escalation of an air war, a form of hostilities most 

disadvantageous to the North Vietnamese and the Chinese. A ~neak attack on a 

* The Director of Intelligence and Research, Department of State, 
believes that paragraph lla is applicable only in the Initial stages 
of bombings in North Vietnam, lrell below the Hanoi-Haipqong target: 
complex. Once US attacks destroy major industrial and~litary targets 
in this complex, however, Hanoi will have substantialJ.ylost its hostage 
and suffered the maximum damage it could anticipate from the air. 
In this case the DRV, having suffered the destruction of its major 
military facilities and the industrial sector of its ecqnomy, '1Ould 
probably carry on the fight and proceed to send its own ,Iarmed forces 
on a large scale to Laos and South Vietnam. Hanoi might aSSume that 
the US 'WOuld be unwilling to undertake a major ground war, or .that if 
it was, it could ultimately be defeated by the methods which were 
successful against the French. ! 

Furthermore, if the DRV should persist in this fashion,ipeiplng would 
probably introduce limited numbers of Chinese Communist:1 ground forces 
into the DRV as I1vol unteers,1I both to prepare for furth~r escalation and 
to make clear Peiping's commitment to assist the North Vietnamese • . 
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carrier ~ an unidentifiable Chinese submarine is a more dif~iCult possibility 

to-weigh, but we are inclined to think the chance is slim; tqe risks would 
" , 

be fairly high and Chinese: confidence in the ability of theii inexperienced 
. ~ 

submarine force to pull it off is probably low. 
,I 

1 

c. We also think it unlikely that the Chinese Communists would 
I 

I start 'another major crisis else,mere on the periphery of China. Faced with 
1 

the possibility of a full scale war in Southeast Asia, Peipiqg would want 
I 

to have the greatest possible strength focused there. Chine~e propaganda 
:! 

has indeed, said that America's "meager force ll in Asia is spZ;ead thinly ov:er 

a "long arc from South Korea to Indochina," and that if the ~oni'lict 
,.1 

were expanded, the IItime, place, and scale of the war would 'be beyond US 

control." However, we think this is no more than a general Warning of the 

dangers of expanding the war. Peiping is likely, however, to continue 

talking of war "over a vast front" and perhaps even to stir up alarms 

elsewhere to keep US power dispersed and deter the US in Southeast ASia. 

The' Chinese Communists might, for example, increase the a:t:pa.r;ent mill tary 

threat in Korea, bombard the offshore islands in order to raise tensions 

in the Taiwan area, or perhaps make threatening moves on the borders of 

India. 
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The Soviet Ingredient* 

·1 

12. 
I 

Assuming the fairly limited Soviet involvement which we have , 

" estimated, Soviet policy is not likely to have a determining :Iimpact on DRV 
.. !i 

and Chinese policy. The fact that the Soviets have become iJvo1ved at all, 
I 
.I 

however, almost certainly has some effect on DRV and Chinese !Icalculations . 

!t 
How the Soviet involvement affects DRV reactions '-Till depend upon the extent 

of ,.,hatever Soviet commitment has been given. Ii' the soviet~ have urged 

caution, the DRV might be somewhat more restrained and f1exi~le in its 

responses to US pressure than we have estimated above. Howe~er, we 

believe it more likely that Soviet promises of aid for DRV defenses, along . , 

with the very fact of Soviet reinvo1vement will make the DRVileaders some-

Vlhat more confident and aggressive. They may hope to benefit in their 

confrontation with the US from a Sino-Soviet competition in qacking them. 

13. The probable effect on the Chinese of the increased Soviet presence 

is certain to be complex and ambivalent. On the one hand, the Chinese are 

almost certainly upset at an apparent Soviet move to grap a share of credit 
'I 
i 

for any Communist gains in Vietnam arid to try to displace some of Peiping I s 

influence over the DRV. On the other hand, they welcome whatever additional 

deterrent can be laid upon the US by Soyiet involvement in t~e situation. 
I 

More important, they see an opportunity to force the USSR ei~her to endorse 

the Chinese line on policy toward the US or to~ose itself ~s faint-hearted 

* 
, 

Possible Soviet reactions are discussed in SNIE 10-3-65) In the 
two following paragraphs we consider only the impact of:Soviet policies 
on DRV and Chinese Communist reactions. 
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in its devotion to Communist duty. vlliichever choice Moscow makes, Peiping 

expects Soviet authority to be undermined, and Chinese influ~nce strengthened, 

in the international Communist movement. 
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